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A B S T R A C T

Sensitivity of Fe-decorated graphene with three different graphene-based supports (single vacancy, double va-
cancy and four nitrogen decorated) toward toxic gas CO and NO has been investigated by first-principles density
functional theory (DFT) calculations. The adsorption configuration, adsorption energy, charge transfer, density
of states, competitive behaviors of CO and NO on Fe/GN are thoroughly discussed. Furthermore, Fermi softness
is investigated to evaluate the reactivity of the Fe/GN substrates surface. It is found that NO is strongly adsorbed
on Fe/GN with considerable adsorption energy of 2.04–2.41 eV, while CO is relatively weaker adsorbed on the
same substrates with adsorption energy of 1.10–1.53 eV. Based on our calculation, when CO and NO exist si-
multaneously, the possibility of adsorption CO can be neglected on the Fe/GN surface. In addition, Fermi
softness is a good descriptor to characterize the reactivity of our Fe/GN surface. Our results could provide crucial
information for adsorption sensing of NO on Fe/GN, which may be a useful clue for the design and fabrication of
Fe-decorated graphene as NO sensors and adsorbent.

1. Introduction

The demand for high sensitivity, high response, high selectivity,
high reliability, fast recovery, and low cost miniaturized sensors has
prompted scientists to seek new gas sensing systems based on new
nanomaterials. Graphene as a two-demensional carbon sheet is an ad-
vanced material, its unique long-range π-conjugated structure brings
graphene outstanding mechanical and electrical properties [1–4].
Meanwhile, disordered graphene has gained extensive attention. Re-
searchers found several unique aspects of thermal transport in dis-
ordered graphene such as milder suppression of thermal conductivity
and negligible diffussion contributions [5]. The mild suppression ori-
ginates from the presence of low-frequency vibrational modes and help
to preserve the thermal conductivity in the presence of disorder [6–8].
Decorated with impurities may allow to tune the chemical sensitivity
and the properties of graphene [9–11]. Under molecular adsorption,
graphene can change its local electronic distributions by charge transfer
processes, resulting in high electronic responses due to changes in the
electron conductance [12]. Thus, graphene-based materials served as
filter membranes [13,14] and chemical sensors [15–18].

Theoretical studies reveal that replacement of atom by doping
modifies the band structure of graphene, thus the applications of gra-
phene could be mainly improved. However, metal adatoms on graphene

typically have low activation barriers for diffusion and therefore are
very mobile at room temperature, which would hinder the performance
of the surface [19]. To conquer this puzzle, study showed that the
creation of vacancies and filling these vacancies with desired dopants is
an efficient way to decorate graphene [20]. In order to embed single
metal atom in graphene, Robertson et al. showed that mono and di-
vacancy in graphene within a defined area were created by focused
electron beam irradiation [21]. Single vacancy (SV) is formed by re-
moving one C atom, double vacancy (DV) is created by removing two
adjacent carbon atoms from graphene surface and previous research
demonstrate that the presence of double vacancy defect issues in in-
creasing reactivity and instability of graphene surface [22,23]. To re-
duce the instability of the DV structure, four nitrogen atoms have been
introduced to substitute the dangling bonds in double vacancy area, in
addition, the reduction in the amount of free electrons which provides
an effective chemical pathway to coordinate graphene electronic
properties [24]. Dehui Deng et al. demonstrated that the FeN4 centers
have been successfully embedded into the matrix of graphene via high-
energy ball milling of FePc and GN composites [25].

The Fe-embedded graphene has shown good activities and thermal
stabilities due to the strong bonding between catalyst atoms and the
defected graphene substrate [19,25–28]. Considering the practical ap-
plication, with regards to sensing material selection, single vacancy
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(SV), double vacancy (DV) and four nitrogen atom decorated were se-
lected as three different graphene supports to embed Fe atom. Fe em-
bedded graphene (Fe/GN) meets all requirements to develop low-cost,
green and high efficient catalysis. Therefore, Fe/SV, Fe/DV and FeN4/
GN act as the detection and sensing material.

The most common source of CO and NO is the exhausts of internal
combustion engines [29–32]. CO and NO are highly toxic, colorless,
and odorless. At high concentrations, CO and NO can replace oxygen,
thereby causing a narotic effect and death by asphyxia [33,34]. In the
aspect of electronic structure, different from CO, NO contains a single
unpaired electron in the 2π* antibonding orbital conferring it a free
radical character and making it chemically very reactive [35]. The
electron pairing upon adsorption will introduce additional stability and
distortion to the coordination around the embedded Fe atom.

Although many efforts have been made to use catalysts to reduce the
amount of carbon or nitrogen oxides in the air [36–38], an efficient
method of sensing and removing the pollutants is still required. How-
ever, only limited studies reported whether Fe/GN is suitable for the
detection and sensing of NO [39]. Taking into account the rise of em-
bedded-graphene in adsorption and sensing applications, we theoreti-
cally explore the implementation of Fe/GN in the adsorption and sub-
sequent sensing of CO and NO. Firstly, The Fe/GN-adsorbate systems
were fully characterized from its geometrical, energetic, electronic and
binding properties by means of dispersion corrected DFT simulations.
Secondly, in order to illustrate the adsorption difference we discuss the
competitive behaviors between the adsorbed CO and NO molecules on
substrates. Finally, in order to enhance the comprehending of the dif-
ference of adsorption activity, Fermi softness of Fe/GN catalysts has
been evaluated. Our investigation could provide a new insight for how
Fe/GN substrates could be applied to design more sensitive gas sensing
devices.

2. Computational methods

All calculations were performed with the plane-wave DFT method
as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP)
[40]. The projector-augmented wave (PAW) method was used to de-
scribe the core and valence electrons [41]. The Perdew–Burke–Ern-
zerhof (PBE) form of the generalized-gradient approximation was em-
ployed to describe electron exchange and correlation [42]. All
calculations were performed on a 4×4 graphene supercell with peri-
odic boundary conditions; periodic images were separated by vacuum
in excess of 15 Å to the sheets to prevent spurious image interactions
[14].

A kinetic energy cutoff of 500 eV was set in all structural relaxation
simulations of CO and NO adsorption and the convergence criterion for
the electronic self-consistent iteration is set to 10−5 eV. A gamma
centered 7× 7×1 k-point mesh was used for the Brillouin zone in-
tegration and a gamma centered 15× 15×1 was used for the final
density of states (DOS) calculations. In all cases, structural relaxations
were performed using a conjugate gradient algorithm until forces on all
atoms were below 0.02 eV/Å. All calculations were performed with spin
polarization.

In order to verify the steric effect on the adsorption height from
gases to Fe, We have chosen C48H18 (4×4) to represent the graphene
to perform a Reduced Density Gradient (RDG) analysis on steric effect
[43]. C48H18 is so-called coronene-like and was proved to be the
smallest molecule that perfectly resembles graphene properties
[44–46]. This model could deal with the subject of steric effect con-
veniently and it has been widely used for the study of similar systems.
The ends of all studied models were passivated with hydrogen atoms to
avoid the dangling [47]. BLYP-D3 is used with def2-SVP basis sets, and
meantime, geometrical Counterpoise Correction (gCP) method is used
to account for Basis Set Superposition Error (BSSE) problem. We used
RDG graphs to display steric effect [48] which were rendered by Visual
Molecular Dynamics (VMD) [49].

Throughout this paper, the binding energy (Eb) between Fe adatom
and supports and the adsorption energy (Eads) of adsorbate gas on
graphene-supported and are obtained from Eqs. (1) and (2) respec-
tively.

= + − −E E E Eb sub Fe sub Fe (1)

= + − −E E E Eads Fe/GN gas Fe/GN gas (2)

where EFe/GN-gas, EFe/GN, Egas, Esub-Fe, EFe and Esub are the total energy of
the given system, the energy of graphene supports, the energy of CO
and NO, the total energy of Fe/GN system, the energy of Fe atom, and
the energy of graphene supports.

As defined here, more positive values of Eads signify stronger
binding. Atomic charges and electrons transfer are evaluated based on
the Bader charge analysis [50].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. The most stable geometries for Fe/SV, Fe/DV and FeN4/GN

The most stable configuration of Fe/GN are investigated, and the
corresponding energetic and geometrical data are shown in Table 1.
The calculated Eb are 7.14, 6.12 and 7.14 eV, respectively. As shown in
Fig. 1, the Fe atom stands out of the basal plane of graphene. Our results
agree well with previous calculations [19,39,51–55]. The calculated
results by ORCA are displayed in Fig. 2. The parameters of optimized
structures by ORCA (see Table 2) are similar to that by VASP, therefore
the structures are credible.

Bader charge analysis indicates that the Fe atom acts an electron
donating support. The transferring electrons (0.69 e) move from the Fe
atom to the single vacancy graphene sheet and forms the strong cova-
lent bond between the Fe atom and C atoms. Because the preferential
electron accumulation sites are mainly located within the bond rather
than heavily centered on a particular atom (see Fig. 5g) [21,56].
Compared with the case of Fe/SV system, the doped Fe atom provides
more transferred electrons (0.90 e) to double vacancy graphene system,
while the Fe atom transfers the most electrons (1.08 e) to the N4/GN,
meanwhile the out-of-plane displacement (h, Table 1) is decreasing
from 1.29 to 0.04 Å. In addition, this can suggest that the Fe atom is
activated to be more electrophilic by its support.

3.2. CO and NO molecules adsorption on Fe decorated graphene supports

Based on the stable structure of the Fe-graphene substrates, we
examine the possible adsorption sites in order to find out the en-
ergetically favorable configurations for adsorbates on Fe/SV, Fe/DV
and FeN4/GN substrate. The corresponding adsorption energies and
structural parameters for the optimized structures are listed in Table 3.

From Fig. 3, just like we see, the larger the volume around the iron
atom, the stronger the steric effect, so we can conclude that the steric

Table 1
The binding energy, structural parameters of Fe atom deposition on different
supports and the number of transferred charge from metal atom to graphene to
different graphene supports.

supports Eb (eV)a q(|e|)b dFe-C/N (Å)c h (Å)d

Fe/SV 7.14(7.30[58]) 0.69(0.36[24]) 1.76(1.77[25]) 1.29(1.45[25])
Fe/DV 6.12(6.30[58]) 0.90(1.33[59]) 1.96(1.97[25]) 0.65(0.57[25])
FeN4/GN 7.14(7.07[60]) 1.08(1.36[61]) 1.90(1.88[62]) 0.04(0.03[63])

a The binding energy of Fe atom onto graphene, calculated from Eq. (1).
b After geometry optimization, the charge of Fe atom transfers to graphene

surface (q, in |e|).
c The average Fe-C distance in the most plausible adsorption configuration as

indicated.
d The adsorption height from Fe to the different supports plane.
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hindrance of these three structures are in order: Fe/DV > FeN4/
GN > FeSV. Table 3 shows that the distance from Fe atom to C atom
(of CO molecule) are in order: Fe/DV > FeN4/GN > FeSV, we con-
sider that the visible differences of adsorption distance are caused by
steric hindrance, but the order of adsorption distance of NO is com-
pletely opposite and the adsorption distance of NO is little difference.
The reason can lie in the extra electron possessed by NO than CO. The
three adsorbents are positively charged and the attraction of positive
and negative charges overcomes steric hindrance.

Our computed results demonstrate that both CO and NO can adsorb
on Fe/GN, the latter has a much stronger adsorption than the former.
The individual gas molecule has large energy difference on Fe/GN
sheets. The adsorption CO has similar configurations on the different
substrates, it prefers to form FeeC bond which is vertical to the Fe/GN
surface with C (CO) atoms bonding to a metal atom and O atoms
pointing away the surface, as shown in Fig. 4. As it is clear, six stable
structures are estimated for CO and NO over Fe/GN (complexes a, b, c,
d, e, f). The computed CO adsorption energy is −1.45, −1.10 and
−1.53 eV for Fe/SV, Fe/DV and FeN4/GN, respectively. CO adsorption
on FeN4/GN is strongest among these three adsorbent. As for NO, it has
relatively larger Eads of −2.24, −2.41 and −2.04 eV, respectively. The
adsorption energy of CO and NO adsorption on pristine graphene is
0.05 and 0.30 eV [57,58], therefore, decoration of Fe in graphene sig-
nificantly enhances the interaction between them, but without being a
noble metal, insted being low cost. The most stable configuration is N
atom (NO) directly bonded to the Fe atom. In both structures, the NO
molecule is tilted with respect to substrates plane. The FeeNeO bond
angle for the most plausible configuration is 159.43° [24], 166.82° and
147.86° on Fe/SV, Fe/DV and FeN4/GN, respectively. The value of
bond angle is close to ∼145° which is predicted by the Enemark-Fel-
tham formula for n=7. This formula is applied to predict the MeNeO

bond angles in metal nitrosyl complexes with {M(NO)x}n general for-
mula, therein x represents the amount of NO ligands and n denotes total
electrons in the metal d orbitals. Based on this formalism, MeNeO
angles of ∼180° for n≤ 6, ∼145° for n=7, and ∼120° for n=8 have
been predicted [59]. To further understand the origin of the differences
in electronic structure properties according to the type of adsorbates,
we investigate the electron density difference and Bader charge analysis
of gases adsorption on Fe/GN substrates. The most favorable config-
urations along with their electron density difference (EDD) maps are
shown in Fig. 5.

Fe atoms along with CO molecule form a similar carbonyl com-
pounds, thereinto, the HOMO orbital containing electrons participate in
the formation of σ bond while the empty π orbital namely LUMO in-
volves in the formation of π bond. According to Bader charge analysis,
CO gains 0.13–0.15e to the 2π* orbitals. The electron configuration of

Fig. 1. The side view and top view of the optimized structure of Fe atom embedded in graphene. (a) Fe/SV, (b) Fe/DV and (c) FeN4/GN. Gray, gold and silver balls
represent the C, Fe and N atom, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

Fig. 2. The side view and top vies of the optimized structure of Fe atom embedded in C48H18 (4*4). (a) Fe/SV, (b) Fe/DV and (c) FeN4/GN. Gray, purple and blue
balls represent the C, Fe and N atom, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

Table 2
The comparision of parameters calculated by VASP and ORCA.

supports dFe-C/N(Å)a/VASP dFe-C/N(Å)b/ORCA h(Å)c/VASP h(Å)d/ORCA

Fe/SV 1.76 1.79 1.29 1.20
Fe/DV 1.96 1.96 0.65 0.65
FeN4/GN 1.90 1.92 0.04 0.01

a The average Fe-C/N distance in the most plausible configuration calculated
by VASP.

b The average Fe-C/N distance in the most plausible configuration calculated
by ORCA.

c The adsorption height from Fe to the different supports plane calculated by
VASP.

d The adsorption height from Fe to the different supports plane calculated by
ORCA.
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CO is [1σ22σ23σ24σ21π45σ22π], so, the empty anti-bonding orbital of
CO is occupied with the transferred electrons which slightly weaken the
CeO bond from 1.13 Å in the free CO/NO molecule to 1.16–1.17 Å in
the adsorbed configuration. Herein, the NO molecule adsorbs stronger
than CO on the same substrates, and a larger amount of electrons
0.27–0.32e transfers from the Fe/GN to the partly filled 2π* orbitals of
NO (the electron configuration is [1σ22σ23σ24σ21π45σ22π1]. The NeO
bond length is slightly elongated from 1.15 Å in free NO to 1.19 Å. The
Pauling eletronegativity of Fe, N and O atom is 1.83, 3.04 and 3.44,
respectively [39]. Electronegativity is chemical property that describes
the tendency of an atom or a functional group to attract electrons to-
wards itself. Therefore, Fe/GN sheet lose electrons to NO. In addition,
this behavior is consistent with these papers [60,61]. Such a large
electron transfer is expected to induce sizeable changes on the con-
ductivity of the system [18].

The electron density difference (EDD, Fig. 5) is calculated from the
difference of the electron densities between the whole structure and its
two isolated parts, which are the CO/NO and the Fe/GN. The charge
depletion and accumulation sites are displayed in cyan and yellow. The
definition: Δρ= ρgas-Fe/GN− ρgas− ρFe/GN is considered and implied to
both resonance character and the transfer of an electron between
fragments in the system after binding. The EDD plot shows the charge
transfer from Fe/GN to gas and also the reduction of the C]O and N]
O bond. In Fig. 5f, the N4/GN sheet shows a nonnegligible electron
density depletion, this result indicates that the electron density on the
graphene sheet can transfer to the gas molecule, where Fe atom serves
as an electron transfer carrier. The EDD plot agrees well with the results
of the Bader charge analysis. The corresponding EDD map also shows a
significant electron density rearrangement upon the complex forma-
tion. In the six sectional views, there are overlaps of the yellow region
between C atom of the CO molecule and N atom of the NO molecule and
Fe atom, which indicates the strong binding of C/N atom to the Fe
atom. This shows that the six kind of adsorption configurations are
referred to its chemical characteristic [62].

3.3. Thermodynamic corrections and competitive behaviors

In associated with the practical application, thermodynamic cor-
rections and Boltzmann distribution can help understand the adsorption
probability of CO and NO molecules on Fe/GN. The standard conditions
(295.15 K, 1 bar) are employed in the present work. The Gibbs energy
of substrates and gas are calculated from the following formula [63]:

= + + −G E ZPE RT TSgas ele (3)

= + −G E ZPE TSsolid ele (4)

= + − −G G G GΔ ads Fe GN gas Fe GN gas/ / (5)

where Eele is the ground-state energy of the system, ZPE is the zero
correction energy, R is gas constant, T is the temperature, S is the en-
tropy of the system, Gi is the Gibbs free energy of gas, adsorbed system
and clean surfaces and ΔGads is the Gibbs free adsorption energy , re-
spectively. The vibrational contributions to zero-point energy correc-
tions and to the entropy are systematically calculated and included in
all models.

The computed CO/NO adsorption energy is 1.96/2.52, 1.66/2.77
and 1.94/2.43 eV for Fe/SV, Fe/DV and FeN4/GN, respectively. The
competition behaviors between the adsorbed CO and NO molecules on
Fe/GN are considered according to Boltzmann distribution

= −
−( )( )expN(NO)

N(CO)
E(NO) E(CO)

kT under standard conditions. The adsorp-
tion probability of NO is 3.95×109, 5.05× 1018, and 1.82× 108

times higher than CO on Fe/SV, Fe/DV and FeN4/GN, respectively.
Hence, the Fe/GN substrate exhibits the high sensing performance for
NO gases. Based on the analyses, under standard conditions, only NO
adsorbed on Fe/GN with CO free, the possibility of adsorption CO can
be neglected on the Fe/GN surface. Due to the excellent performance of
these substrates on adsorbing NO, these three substrates could be used
to capture NO. Among these, Fe/DV is the most optimal selection.

3.4. The effect of NO adsorption on electric conductivity

The energy of Fermi level, the conduction band minimum (CBM),

Table 3
The structural and energetic parameters for CO and NO adsorption on Fe/GN composites.

supports Eads/eVa dC-O/N-O/Åb dFe-C/Fe-N/Åc ΔhFe-plane/(Å)d ΔqFe and CO/ee ΔqFe and NO/ee

CO NO CO NO CO NO CO NO Fe CO Fe NO

Fe/SV −1.45 −2.24 1.16 1.19 1.16 1.71 0.04 0.16 −0.05 0.13 −0.17 0.32
Fe/DV −1.10 −2.41 1.16 1.19 1.85 1.66 0.02 0.03 −0.05 0.14 −0.01 0.27
FeN4/GN −1.53 −2.04 1.17 1.19 1.71 1.69 0.30 0.44 0.13 0.15 −0.03 0.30

a Adsorption energy (Eads) of adsorbates on the different supports calculated from Eq. (2).
b Structural parameters for the CO and NO in the most plausible adsorption configuration.
c The nearest distance (dFe-CO/NO) between the adsorbate and Fe atom.
d The distance changes from Fe to graphene plane after adsorption.
e Electron transfer (Δq) from the Fe atom to the adsorbates (“+” represents accumulation;“−” represents depletion.

Fig. 3. The RDG graph drew by Multiwfn. The watermelon red represents the steric hindrance. From left to right in order, take the following measures: Fe/SV, Fe/DV
and FeN4/GN respectively.
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the valence band maximum (VBM), band gap (Eg) were calculated and
are provided in Table 4. It is also obvious from Table 4 that after gas
adsorption on substrates, there is apparent shift in either the VBM,

CBM, EF or Eg compared to the isolated Fe/GN, providing that there was
hybridization which corresponds to strong interaction. Upon adsorption
of CO and NO on Fe/GN, the VBM and CBM slightly shifts on the

Fig. 4. Optimized structures of CO and NO molecules over Fe/GN.

Fig. 5. Corresponding electron density difference (EDD) maps (0.001 au), the yellow and cyan colors denote the electron density accumulation and depletion regions,
respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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adsorbate for all adsorption configuration expect for the adsorption of
CO on Fe/SV. After CO and NO adsorption, there are few changes of the
overall Eg. For Fe/DV and FeN4/GN, the Eg of CO adsorption slightly
increases while the Eg of NO adsorption reduces a little. It’s rather
special for Fe/SV that the Eg of CO adsorption slightly decreases while
the Eg of NO adsorption significantly degenerate. The larger Eg in-
dicates that the adsorption of gas reduces the electric conductivity of
the substrates. It is well known that Eg is a crucial factor determining
the electrical conductivity of a material and there is a classic criterion
between them as follows: ∝

−σ exp( )Eg
2kT [64], where σ is the electric

conductivity of semiconductor and k is the Boltzmann’s constant. It’s
determined that at a fixed temperature, even if the change of Eg is little,
due to the conductivity exponentially correlated with negative value of
Eg, the electric conductivity of conducting material would undergo
considerable changes. However, ascribing the change in electrical
conductivity solely to the change in band gap Eg is far from being
sufficient. Electrical conductivity of graphene was investigated by many
authors and the current–current correlation function in the random
phase approximation are the Kubo response formalism and Boltzmann
transport equation. It’s sensitive to mass-gap parameter, chemical po-
tential, scattering rate, energy dispersion, carrier density, temperature,
etc [65,66]. Based on the above analysis, it is expected that Fe/GN
could directly convert the presence of NO to the electrical signal.

3.5. Electronic properties:density of states and Fermi softness

To get more insights into the adsorption of CO and NO onto Fe/GN,
relevant electronic properties are analyzed on: density of states (DOS)
and Fermi softness.

3.5.1. Density of states of CO and NO adsorbed Fe embedded graphene
To figure out the effect of the Fe/GN toward CO and NO molecule,

the projected density of states (PDOS) of Fe/GN with CO and NO ad-
sorption were calculated. Fig. 6 clearly shows that there is a strong
hybridization between the Fe-d orbitals an NO orbitals. Especially, the
2π* orbital of the CO and NO molecule is dominantly occupied. This
confirms that Fe/GN can activate an CO and NO molecule and facilitate
further reactions. But, there is no obvious hybridized states between Fe-
d orbitals and the CO orbitals. In Fig. 6, the occupied molecular orbitals
of gas move away from the Fermi energy level with orbital energies
reduction making adsorbed gas stable.

Diatomic molecules CO adsorbate systems with no unpaired elec-
trons but with an unsaturated π-electron system, the bonding of CO to
Fe atom is through a FMO theory where a dative bond between the 5σ
lone-pair electrons and Fe’3d orbital is formed, leading to charge do-
nation into the Fe atom which is compensated by back-donation into
the molecular 2π* orbital. It should be noted that the internal molecular
bond is weakened due to the increased population of the antibonding
2π* in the back-donation, which is consistent with what we discussed

earlier. For NO with one additional π-electron, the π-interaction is
enhanced while the σ-interaction remains quite similar to that of CO
leading to lager probability for adsorption in sites with higher co-
ordination. The NO bonding to surfaces where the adsorbate has un-
paired electrons available for covalent interaction with unsaturated
electronic states on the metal surface and forms electron pairs with the
metal atoms at the surface.

3.5.2. Fermi softness
Researchers lucubrate the material structure and chemical reaction

laws applying the frontier molecular orbital theory, however, the
frontier molecular orbital theory can’t be applied to solid surface stu-
dies because the amount of atoms in the solid is large and the surface
bonding is complex. Recently, Zhuanglin’team presented a new de-
scriptor that characterizes the solid surface frontier orbital, making it
possible to describe the description of solid surface reactivity intuitively
and quantitatively.

Zhuang Lin et al. proposed that the contribution of each energy level
in the energy band to the reactivity is described by a weight function.
The maximum value appears at the Fermi level and gradually decreases
with the energy change to zero, and the physical quantity obtained by
weighting the energy density is defined as Fermi softness. Studies have
shown that Fermi softness not only has a good correlation with the
adsorption energy, but also provides an atomic scale surface reactive
spatial image. The method successfully reveals the fine reactive struc-
ture of many complex catalyst surfaces and the spatial anisotropic
catalytic properties of the chemical reaction. At present, none of the-
oretical methods can realize the unique funcitons. However, there are
scarce reports about this conception applied to single atom catalysts.
Hence, we apply the concept of Fermi softness to our adsorbent-ad-
sorbate systems.

Fermi softness are measured via the following definitions:

∫ ∫= = − −S g(E)w(E)dE g(E)f (E E )F
'
T F

− − =
+ +− −( )

f (E E ) 1
kT

· 1
(e 1) e 1

'
T F (E E )/kT (E E)/kTF F

where g(E) is the density of states, w(E) derives from the Fermi-Dirac
distribution, kT is the nominal electron temperature (k is Boltzmann’s
constant, T is the parametric temperature).

We also calculated the correlation coefficient between Fermi
Softness and the adsorption energy, and plotted with kT and the cor-
relation coefficient R2. From Fig. 7, it can be seen that the trend of the
two gases is roughly the same, and all of them are presented as an open
parabolic shape. We also calculated the Fermi softness of different
substrates under different kT. The Fermi softness of Fe/SV and FeN4/
GN showed a clear upward trend in the kT range of 0.1–0.25 eV, and
then the Fermi softness of Fe/SV decreases slowly while the Fermi
softness of FeN4/GN increases slowly; The Fermi softness of Fe/DV
varies little over the entire kT range.

The correlation coefficient between Fermi softness and adsorption
energy is also considered, by adjusting the nominal electronic tem-
perature, the SF exhibits a significant correlation with the surface re-
activity. As Fig. 7 illustrated, the two trend presented as an open
parabolic shape.

The adsorption of NO can correlate highly with the SF of three
substrates when kT=0.15 eV, while the highest correlation occurs at
kT=0.45 eV for the adsorption of CO, which illustrates that the Fermi
softness can be used as a new descriptor to characterize the reactivity of
our Fe/GN system.

4. Conclusion

To summary, using the first principles calculations, we explored the
plausible configuration of CO and NO adsorption on the Fe/GN,

Table 4
Adsorption energy (Eads) and orbital characteristic:VBM, CBM, energy of Fermi
level (EFL), CBM - VBM energy gap (Eg) for all complex and non-complex forms
of Fe/GN.

system EF/eV VBM/eV CBM/eV Eg/eV

CO −8.981 −9.028 −2.137 6.890
NO −4.609 −4.609 −0.225 4.383
Fe/SV −2.104 −2.316 −1.869 0.447
CO-Fe/SV −1.947 −2.156 −1.737 0.418
NO-Fe/SV −2.493 −2.412 −2.404 0.007
Fe/DV −2.548 −2.466 −2.455 0.010
CO-Fe/DV −2.747 −2.666 −2.647 0.018
NO-Fe/DV −2.871 −2.789 −2.780 0.008
FeN4/GN −1.967 −1.916 −1.824 0.092
CO-FeN4/GN −2.167 −2.255 −2.069 0.186
NO-FeN4/GN −2.025 −1.946 −1.873 0.072
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rationalized the possibility of Fe/GN as a potential gas sensing device
for detecting NO and mainly focused on how electronic properties of Fe
decorated with different graphene supports affect the CO and NO

adsorption. Compared with the Fe/SV and FeN4/GN, the Fe/DV ex-
hibits the high sensing performance for the adsorbed NO meanwhile
avoids the poisoning of CO. Based on analysis, Fermi softness was an

Fig. 6. The PDOS profiles of gas adsorbed Fe/GN. In Fig. 3a–f, the black and red solid line denoted the Fe’3d orbitals and C or N atom’2p orbitals from gas,
respectively. The black dotted lines denoted the DOS of adsorbed gas molecule. The Fermi energy level is plotted in blue dotted line. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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effective descriptor of reactivity of the Fe/GN substrates surface. We
hope that this work will cast insight into the targeted design of effective
Fe/GN for NO adsorption, detection and sensing device.
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